you know you guys think you have all the water in the world, but you're going to find out that
you don't have all the water you are going to need because there is going to come something that
will happen to your water that will make it undrinkable. They do have so much more water than
we do. Something is going to happen. Most of the lakes and the aquifers, there is an element of
poison or something that is getting into those and they are finding out that the amount of water
that they had to drink is dramatically diminishing." Joni Table Talk Here

Evacuations Because Of Lack Of Water (California, Nevada, Arizona??? Comment by
Meranda) "Yott're going to get famine because there's going to be pestilence. You're going to
get birds migrating to dffirent areas, drought. There will be cities that will have to be
evacuated. Not the entire cit.v, But thousands and lhousands ttf'peo1:tle v'ill he leavtng some cities
in the Uniied States hecuuse there *-auld nat be enough u,uter in order for them to live there."
Found here

Water Is More Expensive Than Oil "Some of the things I saw that were going to be coming or
were quite shaking.
And one of them was the issue of drought and the issue of water becoming very, very expensive,
and at some point in the future, there will be cities that water from tap, right from your kitchen
faucet will be more expensive than oil is. So it's not like talking about going to the store and
buying a gallon of water. We're talking about water that's normally fairly inexpensive becoming
very expensive. In fact, some of the things that I saw was there would be various cities in the
United States that would have to evacuate thousands of people because there wasn't enough
water in the reservoirs and in the aquifers that they get the water from, to get water to all the
people" Found here

Pandemic With Sores on The Skin - "There is coming another pandemic. It's not the day after
tomorrow but it is coming. And this one is a serious one. This pandemic-the problem is that, the
Jirst one that was coming wasn't gong to be that major and that people would kind of make
tight of the next one. / But the next one is not going to be that light. The next one is going to be
a very stunning issue and there is going to be a lot of people-l didn't see but in a way it looked
like a chickenpox type of thing again or like a smallpox type of thing again, where there are
sores on the skin that take place. I'm not a doctor, so I don't know what to call that. I don't know
what the symptoms might be called, but there were sores on the skin that erupted because of this
issue." Found here

Water VERY Expensive - Jesus Will Make It Rain In One City, And Not Another "There
wilt be droughts in some oreas and water will become more expensive than oil and some cities
will evacuate thousands because there is not enough water to meet there needs and Jesus will
make rain in one city and no rain on another city. In addition, drought and devastationfrom
storms will dramatically cut into various harvests, and national food storage will
deplete." Found here
A Pandemic Will Start From One Country And Come To Another "There will be an
epidemic that will kill many and it will start from another country and come to America." Found
here

See, A l3 Year Old Dreanrs Of Horrific Famine In The USA" A Terror Attack. A Coming
Tsunami And A Disease Transmitted By Flies

Christians Are Going To Be Given Business ldeas- "[4'e're going to see leaders arise in the
midst of turmoil. V[/e're going to see people with ideas that meet the needs of people in the midst
the turmoil. We're going to see people with innovations that meet andfacilitate the delivery
systems, and systemization of things. And these will be the believers that God shows his secrets
to. It's found in Psalms 25:14. "The secret of the Lord is with those whofear Him." Nov, u,hat is
the secret of the Lord? It's anything that God hasn't revealed. Meaning, how do you do this?
What is the secret to DNA? Wat is the secret to this particular type o.f healing process? What is
the secret to various things? Andyou're going to have people being given secretsfrom the Lord,
because He's going to keep his covenant with themoo. Found here
The Sun Will Be More Powerful Causing Skin Problems "The bubble around our solar
system will weaken and come in to cause a new form of skin disease. There will be a pandemic
that will take many lives. The bubble around our solar system will weaken and harmful rays will
come new forms of major skin sores will erupt." Found here
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Iran Will Be Hit By Israel, Judah Comes To Know Their Messiah "lsrael and lran are
going to have a conflict. There will be explosions that take place in lran and also in Israel to
some degree. But lranwill be hit. It's gonna be hit by Israel. I'm not sure if anybody is going to
join with them, but I do know that Israel is going to be a proponent of that. I know that from that
Israel will not be expected to survive it, but they will, and it's going to be miraculous. Again,
God is going to show His hand of protection and His hand of provision.for this incredible nation
that He has chosen to speak messages into His kingdom and to advance His kingdom. They're
going to return, people are going to return. And if you're watching there are so many people. My
great-grandfather was Jewish and my grandfather was Jewish, and they came to lcnow the
Messiah. And I know that what happens when that takes place lives change, thought processes
change, supernatural events begin to occur again, and you're going to see supernatural events
occur. We Jewish believers are going to infect the congregation, the church and we're going to,

t

they're supposed, the gentiles provoke the Jev, to jealousy. These Jev,ish believers will be like
Pai.ul the Apostle, like a.forerunner of the 141,000. It says the Word of Lord will go .from Zion.
believe that's about ready to happen." Sid Roth Interview Here
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Found here

Hurricanes 500 Miles Across In America
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Food Shortages And Honey Bees "Honey Bee Colony decline caused by Varroa mites. They
feed on the honey bee pupae in so doing they activate and transmit diseases which reduce the life
expectancy of the bees and cause the colony to decline. The result will be a lack of pollination
for fruit trees, flowers and vegetables." Found here

Blight In Hybrid Seed'7 blight witl hit a type of hybrid
Tornadoes In Poland-.',\,.oi\
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..CHINA IS GOING TO CONTINUE TO GROW. THE LORD SHOWED ME THAT THEY
ARE GOING TO CONSPIRE WITH RUSSIA AND RTISSIA, CHINA AND THREE OTHER
COLINTRIES THAT THE LORD DIDN'T TELL ME WHAT THEY WERE, BUT RUSSIA.
CHINA AND THREE OTHER COLINTRIES ARE GOING TO CONSPIRE TO DIFFUSE THE
DOLLAR, TO DISMANTLE, TO BRING DOWN THE DOLLAR IN ORDER TO REPAY
THE UNITED STATES FOR SOMETHING. IT HAPPENED BECAUSE THE REAL ESTATE
BUBBLE IN HONG KONG AND IN SHANGHAI AND IN BEIJING AND OTHER PLACES
IN CHINA. THE REAL ESTATE BUBBLE BURST. AND WHEN THE REAL ESTATE

BUBBLE BURSTS, THAT WILL BE A SIGN THAT THEY ARE GOING TO START
AGGRESSIVELY TRYING TO TAKE THE DOLLAR DOWN." Found here
The Future Of Ministry "I see that the old will gravitate to the old and the new gravitate to the
new. So, you will have a conflick take place.While the old has a positional model it will have a
people model of authority with favor given by the people. Very much like Saul and David.You
wil have the Saul's try to hunt down the David's. Until we come to a place where that God will
have to clean up all 5 levels of ministries. We have to elevate from an Acts level of ministry to
an Ephesians level of ministry. So, we are going to have apostles that are more interested in the
building the body of Christ instead of building a network. Have prophets admit they were wrong
to the degree of their favor. We are going to have teachers' that say throw your tapes/cds out
because I taught you wrong and here's the truth of the matter. We are going to have to have
pastors' that are more interested in their people than their anointing and persona. We are going to
have to have evangelists that are more interested in winning souls to the Lord than how much
money they are going to receive from the churches they visit. I can see God saying what I'm
feeling, too. You lose the need for personality and gain the need for presence. When you have
the presence of God the people will come. In the process, of all that you are going to have to
have men and women who are willing to be martyrs in the field. Not necessarity martyrs in
blood, but will almost be martyred in ministry because of the avalanche of tirade that will come
against them." Found here
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Midwest (devastating one) and coastal earthquakes, volcanoe erupt in midwest, 24" rain in 24 hrs
time, 3 feet of snow in 6 hour time, jet streams cause major weather shifts, some cities evacuate
people because of no water, tornadoes 300 mph, hurricane 180 mph, hurricane 500 miles
diameter, blight striking hybrid seed, national food shortage, epidemic in US and other places
also. Magnetic fields shift, large cracks form, solar winds effect weather patterns, satellites etc.
Dirty bomb in port city, Israel will get nukes, Israel will bomb lran, fuel costs soar, Russia will
enhance it creating oil crisis, Amero will come up.
www. youtube. c om/watch?v:Bkrlv fZ2kRE &feature:rel ated

Mt Fuji will erupt, there will be three warnings that it is about to happen. 3 Plumes will come out
the sides of the volcano then it will erupt. Largest loss of life since Pompeii.
www.youtube.com/watch?v:s2Dy8k5 w2Vw&feature:related

Mt. Fuji, dormant volcano Washington state, British Columbia earthquake near the
volcano in Washington state. England, whole new grassroots movement will erupt there,
Scotland will become prolific and prophetic nation.
Japan and

www. youtube. com/watch?v:bR3 5 XdwF aA4 &feature:related

"Prophetic Warning New York and Los Angeles Hit by a Tsunami" An unusual event will cause
a tsunami to hit NYC and also North of it, it might go down to Myrtle Beach, a different tsunami
will hit Los Angeles.
www. youtube. com/watch?v:K5 tlLEN0dIU & feature:related
Sunspots, Intemet disruption. Have heard copy or what you paid and what you owe (prove you
made payments), have at least two weeks of cash on hand,
www. youtube. com/wat ch? v:DL2zPBAb
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yg&feature:related

OWS precursors to mobs and riots, planned uncontrolled groups of people with strategic agenda,
mobs beyond riots. "Prophecy for America, Mobs Will Rove America With Strategic Goals,
mainly targeting the rich".
www. youtube. com/watch?v:6r5

G
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Riots Philly, DC, Balt, Atlanta, Detroit, St. Louis, LA, Chicago (lot of blood in St. Louis).Will
look racial but it will be economic driven. "Prophetic Warning, Riots, Looting, Lawlessness, and
Martial law Coming to America." Well off neighborhoods burnt to the ground due to the riots
that swept thru, mails emptied. Martial Law declared in the entirety of the US at one point, where
they recall troops from overseas to come back to implement it.
www. youtube. com/watch?v:-zvRswSzxJ4&feature:related

Riots and Jeremiah 22:8 wlll be spoken over the city "and many nations will pass by this city and
every neighbor will say why has the Lord allowed this to happen to this great city?" Buildings
falling down. "Prophecy to America, A Great City Will Be Laid To Waste By Rioters"
www. youtube.com/watch?v:Y5 2iLvWGATY&feature:related
Foreclosures, the govt.

will bail out the banks but own your home, you will

lose equity in the

house.

www. youtube. com/watch?v:a8FRZQF-C 8&feature:related

Bombs in malls, storms in cities, some malls will be used as housing. Migration of people out of
big cities because of riots, school systems, high traffic volume areas, bombs will go off Suicide
bcimbers (China will send some, but also Muslims, bombs will be left and detonated later,
terrorizing people). "prophecy for US China and Islam Detonate Bombs in High Traffic Areas".
www. youtube. com/watch?v:r-w6
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Dirty bomb going off in America, tunnels underground full of water. Port City. Underground
passageways stuff coming in Mexican border to LA probably. Biologic war and chemical
weapons to come thru from Mexico. "5 Prophetic Warnings of terrible terrorist attacks, that will
happen in America".
These are from notes that I took while listening to John Paul Jackson's DVD entitled "The
Perfect Storm", and while listening to John Paul on the Sid Roth show. John Paul is a seer of
seers, and these alarming prophecies will surely take place. John Paul said that these things will
come to pass within the next l0 years, and he first gave these prophecies in August of 2008, and
much of it has already started to come to pass. This is not a time for fear, but of planning, and
repentance and seeking the face of the Lord.
Many of the things that John Paul spoke of are as follows:

Social security and retirement plans would be worth little. Had it not been for abortions, there
would be 30 million more people at wage earning age giving in to the Social Security system.
The dollar will fall to about the same price as the Mexican Peso and the Canadian dollar. The
Amero-Dollar is coming as a new cwrency. President Obama sees himself as a kind of a do-good
saviour, however, there will be economic policies that will be passed that will hurt this country.
There will be a dirty bomb that will go off in at least one major city. A coastal city where a dirty
bomb will explode has tunnels, and John Paul saw them flooded. Also there would be bombs left
in crowded places that would be detonated by radical Islamics. Many malls will be more than
half empty, the buildings unrented, the owners unable to pay the mortgage. There will be some
malls that will actually be used as shelters for the homeless. Mortgage defaults and credit card
debt and commercial paper dominoes were yet to fall. Real estate in the rural areas would be
worth much more, in that everyone would want to get out of the city. John Paul saw thousands
leaving the cities. There will be drought in some areas of our country that will cause the price of
water to be higher than the price of oil in one or two big cities. There will be a national food
shortage, caused partially by drought, but also by failure of genetically altered hybrid crops to
come to maturity. Some food trucks will have to be guarded to avoid robbery. He saw an unused
backhoe being used to tear up an asphalt street in the city in order to grow food. There will be an
asassination attempt on our president by Islam, with the intent of blaming it on racial reasons, in
order to cause riots and disruption in the U.S. and take the eye off of what they are doing. We
need to keep our president in prayer that this will not happen. The worst riots in the history of the
United States will break out, however, they will not be so much racially motivated as, rather,
Robin Hood mentality of taking from the rich to give to the poor. There will be a nuclear strike
on Israel by Iran, and a retaliation by missile on Iran, causing a lockup of oil thru the Suez canal,
exasterbated by Russia trying to keep the Middle East tension ongoing, attempting control of the
Ukrain, so that the price of oil would go up to benefit Russia financially. Anti-semitism will
increase as the price of oil goes up. Pakistan will be catering more so to radical Islamic terrorists,
and likewise Egypt also, will have a new leader that will cater to the radicals. "The woes of
2012- is a phrase that John Paul heard several times in prayer and in dreams. Wild jet streams
will cause unusual weather, such as a hurricane 500 miles in diameter, tornadoes in places where
tornadoes do not usually occur, a tomado with winds of 350 m.p.h., and there will be 24 inches
of rain in a24 hour period, and softball size hail. A volcano will become active in the U.S. There
will be an epidemic here and elsewhere, and signs in the sun, moon, and stars. The bubble
around our solar system is weakening, which will cause new skin diseases, because large cracks

will form in our magnetic shield, allowing solar winds to wreak havoc with communications and
affect weather patterns. There will be communication problems that will be so bad that it will
even cause some airplanes to be grounded, unable to communicat with the control tower. A
bubble of hope will form economically, but it will be short-lived, but provide some time for
Christians to prepare, but don't take on any more debt. Most of our foreign aid to other countries
will be cut off. International dictators in Islam will multiply. Islam will attempt to control the
goveffrment in some large city, maybe Detroit where they will work on the multiplication
project, whatever that means. There will be a push for Islamic prayer in schools to be allowed,
while forbiding Christian prayer. Islam will attempt to have an Islamic president by 2024.lslam
will continue to use threats to intimidate congressional decisions. China will also be somewhat of
a threat. Medical advancements and organ transplants will make it possible for homosexual men
to be invitro fetilized and give birth by cesearean. Many churches will file bankruptcy as
payments on large buildings will not be made. Large ministries will disband for financial
difficulty, and home groups will expand. Hidden perversion in the church will be exposed, and
the number will be shocking, and not in Catholic churches, but in mainstream churches. (This is
the main jist of the bad stuff that will happen, but I suggest you buy the DVD or at least the
transcript from John Paul Jackson's website, Streamsministries.)

Many churches, however, will experience the thick glory and grace of God, and many
individuals will be strengthed for suprenatural exploits. (John Paul speaks more of the good
things that will happen in the church, and the things that we, as believers should do, than he does
of the bad things. This is not a time for fear. I suggest you buy John Paul's DVD, or at least get a
copy of the transcript PDF for a dollar.)

